S³M: LEXICON:
	Advocate: Lawyer
	AND: Acquired Neurological Disorder. Believed to be caused by handling raw Silima ore.  Symptoms include shaking, twitching, and general psychosis. End result of the disease is not known because victims generally “go postal” before it reaches its climax.
	Atmo: Short for "atmosphere"
	Belter: Asteroid miner
	Bioroid: A genetically engineered slave-being, usually serving the same basic purpose (more or less) as an android.  Highly illegal in Terran space, and generally frowned upon elsewhere.
	Black, The: Space
	Blackcoat: Member of the PChurch defense force (Protectors of the Faith).  They “officially” do not exist.
	Blip: Rogue telepath using his abilities to further himself.
	Breetva(CNB): Russian for "razor," refers to anyone with combat cyberware.
	Bug: Refers to any species that is physically radically different from the galactic norm, less than sapient, and is generally encountered in large numbers.
	Buzzed: Being swept by active sensors; AKA Pinged
	C-Mark: Also "K-Mark"; corporate-issued currency
	Coin: Hard currency; often refers to both coins and paper currency.  AKA Clink.
	Cortex: Planetary/System intranet
	Cred: Electronics funds.
	Cycle(UKT): Year
	Dengi(CNB): Russian for "money," used in reference to "soft money" (unstable national currencies or korp scrips).  "Trash Dengi" refers to currency that is subject to runaway inflation.
	Dirtside:  Of or pertaining to a planet's surface or atmosphere.  Ant: Starside.
	Doll: Bioroid
	Downsider: One who rarely leaves his planet.  AKA: Dirtsider, Landlubber.  Ant: Spacer
	Doxy: Prostitute
	Dren: UKT slang
	Drops: An illegal (in most areas), addictive, narcotic drug
	Fingerprint:  The shape of a G-Spike anomaly, determined by FTL drive layout, that identifies the ship’s probable national origins.
	Fold: (1) Paper currency. (2) e.g. "fold in" or "fold out"; FTL interstellar travel
	Frel: UKT slang
	G-Spike: Telltale gravity signature appearing near a ship's destination as it nears the end of a jump
	GalNat: abbrv "Galactic Nation"
	GalStd: abbrv "Galactic Standard" as agreed to by the Mitte Rahn Conventions
	Genie: Genetically engineered person. AKA: Toobie, Tank.
	Genseed: Genetically engineered seed, generally used on terraformed worlds
	Glop: Slang for processed protein "food" generated by most ships' life-support systems.
	Grey Men: Members of the GPO police force
	Gunjin(FRS): Public or private law enforcement types
	Hubble(Hum): v; slang term for a pirate/spacer method of execution that invovles putting the victim in orbit with nothing but a vacc suit (maybe with extra air) and a slug pistol, the latter of which is intended to be used to lengthen or shorten the victim's orbit or to commit suicide.
	Hump(ed): USA slang
	Jump: Pre-plotted jump route. AKA: jump-line, space-lane, star-course.  Usu. expressed as X-X jump.
	Keiretsu(FRS): Corporation
	Korp: Corporation
	Korpo: Corporate employee
	Letter of Marque: Privateer/mercenary license
	Loco: Local company or independent business, no corporate connections
	Lümpe: An expensive Ozrahdi liquor
	Living Moon: A satellite within the bioshphere of a warm gas giant, whose atmospheric conditions can allow life to exist
	Meat Puppet: Bioroid
	Moon Sugar(Ter): Silimanji
	Mundane: Psis: Non-Psi, AKA: Flatscan
	Nak-Nik(CNB): Supervisor, boss, low-level manager (from Russian)
	N'Quánd:  Ozrahdi slang for a member of any race except Ozrahd, means roughly "non-person" (Ozrahd means roughly "chosen", a reference to their religious belief that the Ozrahd are chosen by the Precursors to rule the galaxy)
	OSD: Optical Storage Device; standard CHW data-storage device
	Oz, Land of(Ter): Ozrahdi space
	Parrot: Transponder
	P-Church: The Ozrahdi Church of the Precursors, official religion of the Ozrahd, the most powerful religious organization before the coming of U-Church. Centers around the belief that God is not a single entity, but a race of infinitely ancient origin that seeded the galaxy and watches over its development.
	Plebes: Middle to lower class, used by Praexthins but appearing in upper-class Human
	Reach: AKA:Legs. Refers to the distance a ship is capable of jumping.
	Replicant: "Realistic" android; highly illegal in Ozrahdi space.
	Rev: (Ter) Shortened "revolution," a planetary body's orbital period, or "year"
	Rock: Planet
	Rutting: USA slang
	Samurado: AKA Street Samurai. Common term for merc-vigilantes in FRS, often applied to FRS privateers and such.
	Shaikujin(FRS): Japanese for "honest citizen," refers to a corporate employee
	Shaker: Victim of AND
	Shaker-Bait: Silima miner (reference to AND)
	Shine-Job: Cybernetic modification, or heavily modified person
	Shiny(USA): "Cool"
	Silima(Ozr): A dense, green/gold-glowing metallic ore, from which all grades of E-115 are refined. AKA: (Ter) Ghost-Rock, (Tha) Naquita, (Chi/Pirates) Ezo.
	Skin-job: Replicant.
	Skyplex: Orbital city or space station
	Sleet: Highly illegal, highly addictive, highly deadly Terran drug. Taken to induce physcial pleasure (orgasmic). The more you use, the more you need to achieve the same results. Possession of sleet in Ozrahdi space is a capital offense as it is often mistaken for Ak'yn (equivalent of aspirin), but is instantly fatal to Silicon-Based organisms.
	Snooper (Snoop): Military telepath (general).
	Snowball: Cold "winter" planet
	Snowman: Dealer of Sleet
	Spike: (Ozr: Silimanji) Drug derived from waste products of Silima refining, often mixed with other drugs for its added effect (hence the name).  Illegal almost everywhere, except for ceremonial uses by PChurch
	Starside: Of or pertaining to space. Ant: Dirtside.
	Suit: Corporate employee; also a straight citizen
	Tashu(UKT): Spacer, in common usage among members of the Navigators; from Tharêan word thasiu, meaning "star-man"
	Teke: Telekinetic
	Tepe: Telepaths, telekinetics, psis in general
	Tennin(FRS): Spacer; lit. "heaven people"
	Twinkle-suit: Reflec armor
	U-Church: Universal Church, a variant of Christianity that came about after extra-terrestrial life became common knowledge on Terra, expanded to include life other than human, now the most powerful religious organization in the galaxy, followed closely by P-Church
	Vape(Ter): Shortened "vaporize"; to eliminate or kill
	'Verse(USA): Shortened "universe"
	VI: Virtual Intelligence; like AI, only just short of true self-awareness
	Wave: Any form of electronic communication
	Wormhole: Technical term in common usage for a naturally occuring point where space folds onto itself allowing a ship to travel great distances in relatively little time. Normally invisible except as a gravitic "torus" signature. AKA: Gate, Stargate, Rainbow [Bridge], Rabbit Hole
	Zek: An executive

Chinese:
	Chaosheng: Pilgrimage
	Huayang: Positive energy of the people
	Kuang-Shi: Chinese zombie
	Liumang: Outlaw; Lit. "biting insect"
	Mangliu: Floater (microgravity worker)
	Shoumu: To enter cryo-sleep; Lit. "coffin"
	Yousheng: Spacer
	Yuhangyuan: Astrogator

Racial Epithets:
	Arrodi: Lizard
	Artificial Person: Android, Synthetic, Poser, 'Droid
	Bœllann: Glow Worm, Angel, Sparky
	Iaili: Birdie, Chicken, Chickenhawk, Tweetie
	Emminh-Rhi: 'Ree, Sallie, Bonehead, Wet-head
	Human (General): (Ozr) Blight, Blighter; (Kya) Bipod (also any 2-legged sentient)
	Human (Genie): Toobie, Tank
	Human (Terran): (Pra&Tha) Ape (Standard Human Slang applies: Spic, Wop, Chink, Dink, etc.)
	Kazha: Snake, Scaly, Squirmy, Coily
	Kyahnt: Archim-Kyahnt, Bee-Bop
	Makke: Sallie, Wet-head
	Ozrahd: Ozzy, Cottonmouth, Cockroach, Blackie
	Ghuar: Ork, Goon, Goomba
	Præxian: Imp
	Rakashkka: Xenomorph (incorrect), Bug
	Reticulan: Grey(Alpha), MIB (Beta)
	Sk'ran: Bug, Mechobug
	Skosra: Hellbender, Slinky
	Tharê: (Ter) Gyp(po)
	Tohre-Chi: 'Chee, Shark, Wet-head, Borg
	Vogorr: Goober, Airhead, Conehead
	Vonchaah: Spider, Shah
	Yautja: Predator, Hunter; (Zür) Ch'Doth; (Ozr) Geth, lit. "Enemy"
	Zürran: 

National Epithets:
	CHW: the Confederation; Confederates, Connie
	CNB: the Commonwealth; English, Brits, Limeys; (Tha) House Donovan
	FRS: the Federation, the Suns; Feds; (Tha) House Tsuchiya
	RPI: Imps
	MP: the Protectorate; Megaeran, Mud-Puppies; (Tha) House Von Hoecke
	OKU: the Union, Ter: Uncle-Ozzy
	TCC: the Combine; ChiCom, WetCom; Wet-Heads
	TFR: the Republic; Republican, Terran, (Jack) Terry, Jack-Boots; (Tha) House Hoffstein
	UKT: the Kingdoms
	USA: the Alliance; Amerish, Yankee, Cowboy; (Tha) House MacKell

Astronautical Terms:     
	Blackbox: Hard-coded astrogation data "casette" (not necessarily black).  Ships do not normally contain astrogation data/software on the ship's computer, but an astrogator brings his own blackbox and plugs it in; considered a highly sensitive and valuable item.  Major civilizations have their own versions, but hardware adapters and compatibility software are easily available.  This term is no longer use to refer to the ship's flight recorders.
	Blade-profile:  Generally long, wedge-shape, typical of Terran warships, meant to present a small head-on profile, as well as increasing the forward armor's effectiveness 
	Carrack: Refers to pretty much any Terran ship using TL8 tech
	Castle: Fixed superstructure
	Chunk o' Steel: Ship
	Clipper:  Fast cargo vessel dedicated to passengers, designed for short, regular routes; =Airliner
	Ferroch: AKA: Skinny.  Bark of Kyahnt high-profile design; also refers to similar designs built by other entities, popular among pirates for their commonality and versatility.
	[Flute]: Atmo-capable ship, with long reach and a small crew (6-12) and 5-20 guns; small, economical merchantman widely copied by CHW designers during the early Exodus period, not generally suitable for offensive purposes; =Fluyt  Also used to refer to any relatively-small Præxian merchant vessel.
	Gwyda: AKA: Roundship. Sloop of later Kyahnt design, with a round-body profile, 
	[Hamshay]: AKA: Ozrahdi Galleon, Black Galleon. Galleon of 1000-1500v of Ozrahdi low-profile design; heavy-lifter known for very long reach, OKU workhorse; =Spanish Galleon
	High-Profile: Generally tall, short-beamed design, meant to optimize parking space
	Low-Profile: Generally flat design, meant to present small broadside, as well as increasing the side armor's effectiveness 
	Rating(Ter): Warships are often rated by the number of large individual weapons or launchers (or groups of smaller turreted weapons) they field, referred to as "batteries", as follows: 1st Rate: 30+, 2nd Rate: 24-30, 3rd Rate: 18-24, 4th Rate: 12-18, 5th Rate: 6-12, 6th Rate: <6
	Rigging: Refers to the configuration of a vessel's motive system; someone moving through or working in the engine compartment is "in the rigging"
●'Chi Rig: AKA Sally Rig, Cloverleaf Rig. Similar to the Præxian flipper rig (Ref:Vorlons) uses more-focused gravsail configuration, sacrificing maneuverability and speed for reduced detectability; sails generally swivel to face the rear for deceleration.
●Kayhnt Rig: AKA Beebop Rig, Polarity Rig. Uses multiple externally flex-mounted polarity coils in various configurations, staggered vertically and laterally so as not to interfere with each other.
	Doolie: double-mounted coils, usually quad-style, most common on heavy-lifters
	Pent: 5 coils, one in back
	Quad: 4 coils on four corners, most common medium-duty configuration
	Trike: 3 coils, one fore or aft, most common on light vessels
●Ozrahdi Rig: AKA Ozzy Rig. Gravsail "wings"; usually pivot on atmospheric craft 
	T-Rig: AKA Hammerhead Rig. Ozzy rig with all/most gravwave modules clustered forward, generally used on smaller vessels or freighters
●Præxian Rig: AKA Flipper Rig, Imp Rig. Fixed gravsail panels.
●Terran Rig:
	Cross Rig: AKA X-Rig. Fixed externally mounted Pion/Plasma, often with forward-facing ports for deceleration (Ref:B5)
	Jimmy Rig: Combo Kyahnt-Cross/Swivel rig. Also used in reference to other types of mixed rigging, usu. using Terran rockets to provide directional control and other systems for primary motive thrust.
	Swivel Rig: Side pod-mounted Pion/Plasma that can be rotated 360°
●Tharêan-Rig: AKA Gyp-rig. Retractable flex-mounted gravwave blisters, positioned around midships (on the forward slope facing), generally in a quad or doolie-quad configuration; functions similar to tracked vehicles
	(Ket) Torg: AKA: Kyahnt Galleon, Fatboy.  Polarity-rigged ship of 1000v+ of Kyahnti high-profile design (Ket refers to some of the larger examples in excess of 2000v), around 40 guns, 300 max crew; the largest polarity-rigged vessels in existence; =Galeasse
	Towcraft: Ship designed for towing very large, bulky cargoes.
	Trans: AKA: Dropship.  Shortened "transfer vehicle" or "transatmospheric"; refers primarily to shuttles or ships' boats, but can refer to any atmospheric-capable vehicle
	Trekker: Saucer-shaped hull with maneuver engines in pods, usu. extending from a slender body section connected under the saucer section.  Exodus-era Terran design popular with exploration vessels.
	Yacht: Sloop with no stardrive, generally for recreational use.

	Symbology:
£=Alliance Pound, AKA Pound
₢=Britannia Crown, AKA Crown
€=Confederate Dollar, AKA Dollar, Credit, C-Bill
₮=Terran Dollar, AKA Dollar, T-Bill
M=Mark
¥=Neo-Yen, AKA Yen
₫=Deben, AKA Tharêan Pound(£), T-Pound, Deb
₭=Chet (Kyahnt)
Ḋ=Denariõs (RPI)
₪=Rii (Ozrahdi)


